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Can become a really popular game for low end pc gamers who wanna play battle royale games.This game just need alot of
optizimation. And the game should be totallly fine, maybe add more guns and stuff later. And it should be free for sure, or
people will feel scammed.. this game is good but the problem is the bugs and when you aim the stupid crosshair is still there its
annoying and you cant see the enemies. This game is completely unfinished, the AI is straight up the most stupid thing I have
ever seen in my life. I am not sure it's possible to die so there's no challenge. this is nothing more than some guy in a basement
making a garbage game and charging $5 for it to maybe cash in on the PUBG / H1Z1 Market.. So, given the trailer and
screenshots, it looked bad, but how bad? I took a look myself, gave it way more leniency than I should have, and came to the
conclusion that it is actually worse than they make it seem. As others have said, it's a Unity-stock-asset-palooza of PUBG or
Fortnite, and then worse than that. I can't say it's that glitchy, it's just made with minimal effort.. Last Toon Standing (Currently)
is a single player Battle Royale game. DO NOT compare this to PUBG or Fortnite, its a game all its own in the battle royale
genre. People are reviewing this game like a triple A title when its not. First i will go over pros, then cons, bugs, and lastly my
comments on the game. Pros -runs decently(played on intel hd 630 and gtx 1050 4gb) -hd 630 ran at lowest settings 60fps -gtx
1050 ran at medium but can run at high if you dont mind lower then 60fps -Battles are fastpaced -good solection of guns -fun
cartoon vibe and ragdall deaths -guns have attachments -3 driveable viehcles -Air drops are worth it for the higher end gear like
sniper rifles and lvl 3 armor/backpack -Gunfights can get intense -Towards the end of the second game mode little rc
drones(like in Rainbow 6 Seige) chase you down and blow up(when they reach you they stop and count down) Cons -sights are
off or not really being used(might be fixed later) -unless its just me it seems the safe zone is centered on your spawn location
and just shrinks to your spawn -3rd person is a little wonky -no crouch animation -tracers look like they are coming from below
the gun -there is leaning but i could be tweaked a little so you could look over more then just an inch Bugs -sometimes geting in
a car will launch you back 10ft -if you are reloading and you open your inventory the gun does not load and the clip you where
loading disapears -bots switch gun models frequently. The bot might be carrying a m16 then all of a sudden switch to a ak 47
and when you kill him he is carrying a scar. Comments -Please keep the singleplayer -Make singleplayer offline(i turned off my
wifi and the game needs conection to play) -Multiplayer would be nice, co op or full out 64 people(the dev did say this might
come) -add M16 or M4 (i dont know why but seeing the bots have it and i couldnt made me mad) -maybe add a smaller map for
people with worse computers -Add option to switch between low poly/blocky characters and cartoon characters (or replace
arms) -Bots not 100% hunting me (in battle royale i had 15 around me and none of them where shooting at each other)
Conclusion -i'd say buy it If your computer is to weak for PUBG or Fortnite, and you want to get into the battle royale genre
then this is a good start, and great for some laughs.
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